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Regional-scale aquifer hydrogeology as a driver of
phylogeographic structure in the Neotropical catfish Rhamdia
guatemalensis (Siluriformes: Heptapteridae) from cenotes of the
Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico
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Abstract
1. The Yucatán Peninsula (YP) contains one of the most spectacular and developed
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karstic aquifers in the world, which connects to the surface through water-filled
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caves are home to a remarkable diversity of aquatic fauna, yet very little is known
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sinkholes locally known as cenotes. Cenotes and their associated submerged
about spatial patterns of intraspecific genetic and morphological variation across
the aquifer. The strong affinity to cenotes (vs. submerged caves) exhibited by most
fishes inhabiting the YP aquifer raises a fundamental question about the ecology
and evolutionary history of its ichthyofauna: how genetically structured and morphologically divergent are fish populations from different cenotes across the YP?
To shed light on this question, we investigated phylogeographic structure in the
Neotropical catfish Rhamdia guatemalensis, arguably the most ubiquitous representative of the YP aquifer ichthyofauna.
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2. Geographic patterns of genetic variation were determined through phylogeo-
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coupled with the inclusion of samples from basins unrepresented in past studies,

graphic and population genetics analyses of mitochondrial (mt)DNA sequence
data. Body shape variation was investigated using both traditional and geometric morphometrics. Dense sampling across the previously overlooked YP region,
allowed for revision of previous estimates of phylogeographic structuring across
the species’ range.
3. Our results reveal a striking spatial correspondence between major mtDNA lineages and physiographic regions defined on the basis of broad-scale patterns of
groundwater flow. Morphological variation in populations from the YP, although
considerable, neither reflects the observed spatial signal of genetic differentiation
nor displays any other discernible geographic pattern. The resulting range-wide
phylogeographic pattern is largely consistent with a latitudinal, isolation-by-distance gradient, and the expectations from catchment hydrology, while revealing
an unexpectedly close relationship between YP aquifer and epigean populations
(both inside and outside the YP).
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4. Although the inferred range-wide phylogeographic history is consistent with a single aquifer colonisation event followed by multiple instances of dispersal out of the
aquifer and into neighbouring epigean basins, hypotheses regarding the colonisation and exodus of the YP by R. guatemalensis require further investigation. Within
the YP aquifer, regional-scale hydrogeological differences might impose limits to
underground dispersal, potentially driving genetic divergence in populations of R.
guatemalensis, and possibly in other cenote-dwelling fishes as well. Future research
focused on other YP aquifer species, however, is needed to test the generality of
our findings.
5. Phylogeographic research on the stygofauna of the YP aquifer is a relatively nascent field of inquiry. Besides shedding novel light into the patterns and drivers
of genetic differentiation in fish populations from across the aquifer, this study
sets the stage for future research aimed at unravelling the evolutionary history
of the stygofauna that inhabits the cenotes and submerged caves of the YP. The
remarkable and hitherto undocumented phylogeographic pattern revealed herein
(i.e. correspondence of major mtDNA lineages with physiographic regions defined
by regional-scale fracture zones) adds to a growing body of evidence in support of
the notion that the architecture of freshwater aquifers may include physical barriers that can act as regional-scale drivers of groundwater faunal distributions and
genetic structuring.
KEYWORDS

geometric morphometrics, karst aquifer, mtDNA, phylogeography

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

the YP largely lacks rivers, streams, and other forms of surface runoff (Schmitter-Soto et al., 2002). Freshwater bodies in the region are

The nature of geographic landscapes, particularly with regard to fea-

mostly limited to water-filled sinkholes, locally known as cenotes, and

tures impacting population connectivity, is a key driver of genetic

usually associated with submerged caves underlying the limestone

structure for the organisms within them (Latch, Boarman, Walde,

surface. Whereas cenotes are generally regarded as freshwater

& Fleischer, 2011; Murphy et al., 2008; O’Leary et al., 2016; Spear

ecosystems, some may display vertical stratification by salinity and

& Storfer, 2008). Freshwater ecosystems can be especially isolated

density because of subterranean connectivity to the ocean (as in an-

and even island-like in terms of species’ ability to disperse (Schaefer

chialine pools). Other cenotes can be brackish if sufficiently close to

& Arroyave, 2010), and diversification may often proceed in an it-

the coast (Iliffe, 1992; Stock, 1986). Notably, cenotes are much more

erative manner (e.g. Burress et al., 2018). As a result, intraspecific

abundant in the northern half of the YP (Figure 1).

patterns of genetic and morphological differentiation in river drain-

The relative geologic youth of the YP (c. 2.5 Ma since its complete

ages and lake systems can be quite complex, as documented by

emergence from the ocean), coupled with its scarcity of epigean

a large body of studies (e.g. Arroyave et al., 2019; Bermingham &

freshwaters, has resulted in a relatively poor ichthyofaunal diversity,

Martin, 1998; de Santana et al., 2019; Rincon-Sandoval et al., 2019;

consisting of a little over 100 species, most of which are second-

Salzburger et al., 2005). In contrast to epigean freshwater systems

ary or peripheral (Miller, 2005). Whereas a systematic and com-

(i.e. those occurring on or near the surface), patterns of genetic and

prehensive checklist of the fishes from the YP is currently lacking,

morphological variation among fish populations associated with

approximately 25 species of primary freshwater fishes are reported

subterranean habitats, such as karstic aquifers, remain poorly docu-

in the literature for its cenotes and submerged caves, of which eight

mented and understood (Porter, 2007).

are endemic to the region (Chumba & Barrientos Medina, 2010;

The Yucatán Peninsula (YP), located in south-eastern Mexico

Schmitter-Soto, 2007). Beyond some fragmentary information about

(Figure 1), contains one of the most spectacular and developed

composition and distribution, knowledge of the ichthyofauna from

karstic aquifers on the planet (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2011), fea-

cenotes of the YP is very limited (Schmitter-Soto, 1999).

turing the largest flooded cave, the Sac Actun system (c. 350 km)

Although the cenotes and their associated flooded caves can

(Kambesis and Coke 2016; Coke, 2019). Due to its karstic landscape,

be thought of as a continuum, most fishes appear to be restricted
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F I G U R E 1 Map of the Mexican section of the Yucatán Peninsula, displaying administrative divisions (states), water bodies (cenotes and
main epigean basins), and the main regional-scale preferential flow paths in the study region (northern half of the Yucatán Peninsula). Small
black dots represent known/documented cenotes whereas larger red dots represent cenotes sampled in this study. Major urban centres and
municipalities in the study region indicated by asterisks. Flow paths as defined by regional-scale fracture zones (RoC, HFZ, and STFL) sensu
Bauer-Gottwein et al. (2011). Reference map based on a 2016 water bodies dataset (scale 1:50,000) from the Mexican Institute of Statistics
and Geography (INEGI by its name in Spanish: Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía) and plotted using the geographic information
system software QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2020) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

to the former. Compared to submerged caves, open-air ceno-

the species to disperse through these conduits. Only two studies

tes are unquestionably more productive habitats nourished with

have investigated genetic structuring of freshwater fishes from the

light and considerable amounts of allochthonous organic matter

YP (Barona & Espinasa, 2004; Barrientos-Villalobos et al., 2018), and

(Barona & Espinasa, 2004). In fact, only two fish species are known

neither has addressed the question of genetic isolation/structuring

to permanently dwell––and are apparently restricted to––the

among populations from different cenotes based on a large region-

dark flooded caves of the YP: the blind Mexican brotula, Typhlias

al-scale sampling and a phylogeographic approach. Therefore, very

pearsei (Ophidiiformes: Dinematichthydae), and the blind swamp

little is currently known about intraspecific genetic variation, phylo-

eel,

Synbranchidae)

geographic structure, and the connectivity among fish populations

(Arroyave, 2020). Not surprisingly, both species are endemic to the

from different cenotes. Shedding light on this matter not only has

YP and convergently display typical troglomorphic traits (i.e. reduc-

biological implications (evolutionary, ecological, taxonomical, con-

tion/loss of eyes and pigmentation), which are considered adap-

servation, etc.) but also the potential to advance knowledge of the

tive to life in subterranean habitats (Romero & Paulson, 2001). The

underground connectivity and architecture of the YP aquifer.

Ophisternon infernale

(Synbranchiformes:

strong affinity to cenotes (vs. submerged caves) exhibited by most

Although geologists have identified preferential flow path con-

fishes inhabiting the YP aquifer raises a fundamental question about

nectivity throughout the YP karstic landscape over a range of scales,

the ecology and evolutionary history of its ichthyofauna: how iso-

including those defined by regional-scale fracture zones (c. 100–

lated (and therefore genetically and morphologically structured) are

1,000 km), large dissolution conduits (c. 1–100 km), and small-scale

fish populations from different cenotes across the YP?

fractures and dissolution cavities (c. 10–100 m) (Bauer-Gottwein

Presumably, gene flow between fish populations from different

et al., 2011), there is virtually no information on how dispersal of

cenotes is contingent upon the degree of physical connectivity be-

fishes from cenotes is enabled and/or constrained by these hydro-

tween them (via underground flooded caves) and the capacity of

geologic units. Furthermore, large dissolution conduits and cenotes

|
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have not been systematically mapped for the entire YP. While cave

meristic, and morphometric traits, and assesses phenotypic differ-

divers have been documenting these underground networks many

entiation relative to phylogeographic lineages.

kilometres from their entrances (i.e. cenotes), the bulk of this system
remains to be explored and surveyed (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2011;
Coke, 2019).
Perhaps the most ubiquitous representative of the YP aquifer
ichthyofauna is the catfish Rhamdia guatemalensis (Siluriformes:

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Specimen sampling

Heptapteridae; Figure 2d), an omnivore and opportunistic species
broadly distributed in Atlantic and Pacific drainages from central

Voucher specimens and associated tissue samples were primarily

Mexico to northern South America, including trans-Andean basins

obtained through dedicated collecting trips to the YP, with sam-

in Colombia and Venezuela (Arroyave, 2019; Ceballos et al., 2016;

pling across the spectrum of cenote types (e.g. open, semi-open,

Miller, 2005). In Mexico, populations of R. guatemalensis extend

cavernous; Figure 2a,b) (Pearse et al., 1936). Specimens were

southward and eastward from the Chachalaca (Veracruz) and the

sampled using a variety of fishing gear and techniques, includ-

Tehuantepec (Oaxaca) river basins, in the Atlantic and Pacific drain-

ing gill, seine, and cast nets, hooks and lines, and minnow traps,

ages, respectively (Arroyave, 2019). Its widespread occurrence in

the last-named accounting for most catches (Figure 2c). A total

the cenotes of the YP, coupled with its pre-adaptations to cave life

of 264 R. guatemalensis individuals from 47 cenotes throughout

(i.e. nocturnal, elongated barbels for enhanced chemo- and mecha-

a large portion of the northern half of the YP (Figure 1) were col-

noreception, increased fat storage capacity) (Wilkens, 2001), make

lected, curated, and deposited in the National Fish Collection

R. guatemalensis an ideal model organism to investigate phylogeo-

(CNPE by its name in Spanish: Colección Nacional de Peces) of the

graphic structuring in the YP aquifer and to cast light on the subject

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM). Selection of

of connectivity among cenotes and dispersal through submerged

collecting sites (cenotes) depended primarily on logistics (e.g. ac-

caves. Notably, previous DNA-based systematic studies of Rhamdia

cessibility), but was consistently focused on achieving the great-

did not include R. guatemalensis populations from the YP (Hernández

est geographic coverage across the entirety of the northern half

et al., 2015; Perdices et al., 2002), and therefore this region rep-

of the YP. From the totality of samples, subsets of 238, 187, and

resents a gap in our knowledge of the evolutionary history of the

90 specimens, each focused on sampling cenotes across the study

genus and species.

system, were used for traditional morphometrics/meristics, geo-

To shed light on the historical and contemporary evolution-

metric morphometrics, and phylogeography/population genet-

ary processes responsible for present-day distribution patterns of

ics analyses, respectively (Table S1). Differences in subsampling

fishes from the YP aquifer, this study investigates phylogeographic

schemes were driven by considerations of sufficient sample

structure in the catfish R. guatemalensis from cenotes of the YP

sizes needed to address the research questions (in the case of

using mitochondrial (mt)DNA comparative data from a large num-

DNA sequencing) and variable quality of specimen preservation

ber of localities throughout the region. Leveraging these novel data

(in the case of morphological data generation). DNA sequence

from the YP, previous estimates of phylogeographic structuring of

data were also generated from five R. guatemalensis and two R.

R. guatemalensis over the entire distribution of the species are re-

laticauda specimens from epigean drainage basins near the YP aq-

vised. Lastly, to further investigate population differentiation within

uifer (i.e. Grijalva, Papaloapan, Lacantún; Table S1). Selection of

the YP, this work documents geographic variation in qualitative,

the abovementioned epigean samples was entirely contingent on

F I G U R E 2 Rhamdia guatemalensis and
representative habitats in the Yucatán
Peninsula aquifer. (a, b) Cenotes San
Marcos and Black Secret, respectively,
illustrating two common cenote types
(cavernous and open-air) with variable
light penetration. (c) Minnow trap placed
near the bottom of an open-air cenote,
showing the most efficient method
used to collect specimens for this study.
(d) Adult R. guatemalensis specimen,
photographed just after collection [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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tissue availability. Fishes were collected and euthanised prior to

and subsequently stored at −20°C) using the Qiagen DNeasy Tissue

preservation in accordance with recommended guidelines for the

Extraction Kit following the manufacturer's protocol. Amplification

use of fishes in research (Nickum et al., 2004), and under collect-

and sequencing of COI, CYB, and ND2 were carried out using the

ing permits SGPA/DGVS/04259/17 and SGPA/DGVS/05375/19

primer pairs LCO1490/HCO2198 (Folmer et al., 1994), CytbL14841/

issued by the Mexican Ministry of Environment and Natural

CytbH15915 (Irwin et al., 1991; Kocher et al., 1989), and nd2DistF/

Resources (Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales;

nd2DistR (Arroyave et al., 2013), respectively. DNA sequenc-

SEMARNAT). Stress and suffering were minimised by limiting han-

ing was carried out at Laboratorio de Secuenciación Genómica de

dling prior to euthanasia, which was accomplished by means of the

la Biodiversidad y de la Salud (Instituto de Biología, Universidad

anaesthetic tricaine mesylate (MS-222).

Nacional Autónoma de México), in-house Sanger sequencing facilities. Contig assemblage and sequence editing were performed using

2.2 | Biogeographic designation of samples

Geneious Prime 2019.0.4 (https://www.geneious.com). In addition
to the genetic data generated from specimens collected in the field
during the course of this study, some of the genetic analyses below

Samples used in phylogeographic studies are typically assigned

included R. guatemalensis DNA sequence data (primarily COI and

to biologically meaningful spatial groupings, which constitute the

CYB) generated in previous studies, mined from public repositories

units of comparison for downstream analyses (i.e. classificatory

such as The Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) (Ratnasingham &

variables), and should be delimited on the basis of properties rep-

Hebert, 2007) and GenBank. The complete list of voucher speci-

resenting potential barriers to gene flow (e.g. climatic, topographi-

mens and associated data (catalogue numbers, geographic data,

cal, hydrological) (Gutiérrez-García & Vázquez-Domínguez, 2011;

GenBank/BOLD accession numbers, etc.) is available in Table S1.

Kumar & Kumar, 2018). At regional and continental scales, phyloge-

Countries and provinces/states are abbreviated throughout the text

ographic studies of freshwater fishes normally use drainage basins

using the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 3,166

as spatial units of assessment and comparison. In the case of the

codes (Table S2).

fishes from the YP, however, the almost complete absence of epigean basins poses a challenge to delimiting biologically meaningful
geographic units. Although at face value, the identity of individual

2.4 | Haplotype diversity and network analyses

cenotes may appear a reasonable candidate as a classificatory
variable, the high number of cenotes sampled in this study (47)

To assess genetic variation and phylogeographic structure at dif-

renders comparative analytical implementations computationally

ferent geographic scales, haplotype diversity and network analyses

challenging, and the resulting interpretations less straightforward.

were conducted on three datasets. The first dataset includes only YP

Furthermore, such an approach ignores regional-scale hydrogeo-

samples and consists of COI, CYTB, and ND2 data concatenated into

logical features that may differentially unite or isolate groups of

a three-gene matrix (mtDNA-YP; 90 samples; 2,805 bp). The second

cenotes. Geologists have delimited physiographic regions based

and third datasets include samples from across the species’ geo-

on preferential flow paths determined by regional-scale fracture

graphic range (GR) and consist of COI (COI-GR; 172 samples; 651 bp)

zones, regarded as channels for groundwater movement due to

and CYB (CYB-GR; 188 samples; 1,110 bp) data, respectively. The

its exceptional permeability (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2011; Perry

number and identity of haplotypes were estimated from the aligned

et al., 2003). The main regional-scale fracture zones in the study

sequence data using the R (www.r-projec t.org) package SIDIER

region (i.e. the northern half of the YP) are the Ring of Cenotes

(Muñoz-Pajares, 2013). Networks displaying relationships among

(RoC), the Holbox fracture zone (HFZ), and the Sierrita de Ticul

haplotypes were inferred using the median-joining network method

fault line (STFL) (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2011) (Figure 1). These

(Bandelt et al., 1999) as implemented in the software PopArt (Leigh

three physiographic regions (RoC, HFZ, and STFL) were therefore

& Bryant, 2015), based on an absolute distance matrix calculated for

used as spatial units of comparison in the present study. Samples

all pairwise comparisons of haplotypes.

were assigned to one of these three regions based on geographic
proximity to the fault line/fracture zone (Table S1).

2.3 | DNA sequencing and genetic data mining

2.5 | Inference of intraspecific gene trees
In addition to distance-based methods for assessment of genetic variation and relationships among alleles (i.e. haplotype networks), phy-

Comparative DNA sequence data (mtDNA markers cytochrome

logeographic structure in R. guatemalensis was investigated using a

c oxidase subunit I [COI], cytochrome b [CYB], and the NADH de-

character-based, phylogenetic approach, also at the two geographic

hydrogenase 2 [ND2]) were generated from a total of 90 R. guate-

scales (YP and GR). Gene trees were estimated using the maximum

malensis individuals with representation of all 47 sampled cenotes

likelihood optimality criterion as implemented in RAxML 7.2.8 Black

(two individuals per cenote in most cases). Total genomic DNA was

Box under the GTR + CAT approximation and rapid bootstrapping

extracted from fresh tissue samples (fin clips preserved in 96% EtOH

heuristics (Stamatakis, 2006; Stamatakis et al., 2008).

|
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2.6 | Genetic diversity and population
structure analyses
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a degree of upward or downward bending, a common artefact of
preservation (Valentin et al., 2008). This unwanted source of shape
variation was removed using an unbending function implemented in

Standard genetic diversity indices (haplotype number [h], haplo-

the software tpsUTIL (Rohlf, 2015), following a previously used ap-

type diversity [Hd], nucleotide diversity [π], and theta [θS and θπ]),

proach (Arroyave et al., 2019). The method consists of the addition

analyses of population differentiation/subdivision, and estimates

of three temporary landmarks along the lateral midline of the fish

of relative divergence times (Gaggiotti & Excoffier, 2000) were

(Figure S1), which were used to define a straight-line axis as in natu-

computed with Arlequin v3.5 (Excoffier et al., 2007; Excoffier &

rally shaped (i.e. unbent) individuals. The unbending procedure fits

Lischer, 2010), based on physiographic groupings (i.e. RoC, HFZ, and

a quadratic curve to these reference landmarks, straightening them

STFL; Table S1) as units of assessment and comparison. Tests of pop-

and the remaining landmarks, accordingly (Valentin et al., 2008).

ulation differentiation were performed using pairwise FST compari-

After unbending, the temporary reference landmarks were removed

sons (Weir & Cockerham, 1984) and analysis of molecular variance

for subsequent analysis. Landmarks were aligned with the gpagen

(AMOVA) (Excoffier et al., 1992), based on a significance level (α) of

function in the R (R Core Team, 2019) geomorph package (Adams &

0.05 and 5,000 permutations, correcting for multiple comparisons

Otárola-Castillo, 2013), which removes non-shape variation due to

using the false discovery rate method (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

specimen size, location, and orientation. Subsequently, a regression

Population pairwise distances were estimated using the Tamura–Nei

of shape on the natural logarithm of centroid size was carried out to

model of nucleotide evolution (Tamura & Nei, 1993). Lastly, Tajima's

account for variation in body morphology due to size, or allometry.

D (Tajima, 1989) and Fu and Li's D statistics (Fu & Li, 1993) were used

Residuals of the regression were then used as allometrically adjusted

to test for neutrality (for each group and for all YP aquifer samples)

data (e.g.Arroyave et al., 2019; Price et al., 2019). Lastly, shape data

using DnaSP v5.1 (Librado & Rozas, 2009).

were averaged by cenote, and primary axes of variation were determined with principal component analysis (PCA) with the plotTangent-

2.7 | Assessment of morphological variation via
geometric morphometrics
Body shape variation in R. guatemalensis from the YP aquifer was in-

Space function in geomorph.

2.8 | Assessment of morphological variation via
linear morphometrics and meristics

vestigated using landmark-based geometric morphometrics. Twelve
homologous landmarks (Figure 3a) were employed to document

In addition to landmark data, variation in 27 mensural (linear) and

overall body shape in a sample of 187 ethanol-preserved specimens

five meristic traits was recorded from 238 preserved R. guatemalen-

from 39 cenotes across the YP (Table S3). Some individuals displayed

sis specimens, with representation from all 47 sampled cenotes

(a)

(b) 0.02

F I G U R E 3 Geometrics morphometrics
of Rhamdia guatemalensis from the
Yucatán Peninsula aquifer. (a) Diagram
showing landmarks used to capture
overall body shape. (b) Major axes of
body shape variation (PC 1 and PC 2)
based on a principal component analysis
of fish shapes averaged by cenote,
with deformation grids displaying the
nature of shape change across the axes.
Observations are colour-coded by a priori
designated hydrogeology-based regions
(i.e. RoC, HFZ, STFL) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

PC 2 (18.1%)

0.01

0.00

-0.01

-0.02

Holbox
Ring of Cenotes
Sierrita de Ticul

-0.04

-0.02

0.00

PC 1 (26.0%)

0.02
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(Table S4). Linear traits were measured with handheld callipers to

pairwise shape distances versus geographic distances between

the nearest 0.01 mm. These additional sources of morphological

cenotes. Shape distances were calculated as the square root of the

data were included because a number of important measurements

sum of squared differences of landmark coordinates (i.e. Procrustes

cannot be accessed based on two-dimensional, lateral photos of

distance) between average body shapes for all possible pairs of

specimens used for GM, including: (1) measurements in the lateral

cenotes. Distances between cenotes were calculated from locality

axis of the body (i.e. width); (2) measurements of soft structures

coordinate data using the distm function in the R package geosphere

such as barbels, difficult to maintain in a standardised position; and

(Hijmans et al., 2016). This function was implemented under the

(3) meristic data such as fin ray number. Additionally, linear meas-

VincentyEllipsoid approach, which calculates distances based on a

urements are not as prone to preservation-based measurement

model of Earth that is ellipsoid (vs. spherical) in shape. Analyses

error as landmark data, since specimens can more easily be manu-

were conducted on the cenote-averaged and allometrically cor-

ally straightened while taking measurements. Linear measurements

rected data resulting from regressions (residuals), obtained as de-

for body size were adjusted using two different approaches, one

scribed in the previous section.

best suited for statistical analysis and the other for interpretability
in table format. For the first, the natural logarithm of linear measurements was combined into a single multivariate dataset and regressed on the natural logarithm of standard length. The resulting
residuals were then averaged by cenote and used as allometrically
adjusted trait data (e.g. Price et al., 2019). The second method for

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Phylogeography of R. guatemalensis
throughout its geographic range

size adjustments consisted of dividing each linear variable by either
standard length or head length, the latter for smaller measurements

Haplotype networks based on all available COI and CYB data from

restricted to the cranial region. This approach follows the traditional

across the entire geographic range of R. guatemalensis (COI-GR and

presentation of morphological data in taxonomic studies, which are

CYB-GR datasets, respectively) are presented in Figure 4. The COI-GR

commonly paired with meristic variables. Consequently, this data

haplotype network consists of a total of 41 haplotypes (across 172

structure presents the most useful form for comparison with mor-

samples), 16 of which are represented in the YP aquifer. Of these 16

phological data for Rhamdia species included in previous studies (e.g.

haplotypes (half of which are singletons), 14 are restricted to the YP

Hernández et al., 2015).

aquifer, while the two most common ones are shared with samples
from four epigean basins: three on the YP (Bacalar Lake, Candelaria

2.9 | Spatial patterns of morphological variation
across the YP aquifer

River, and Champotón River), and one outside (but adjacent to) the
YP (Grijalva River). By contrast, the CYB-GR haplotype network consists of a total of 88 haplotypes (across 188 samples), 19 of which are
present in (and restricted to) the YP aquifer. These YP aquifer CYB

Morphological variation in R. guatemalensis across the YP aquifer

haplotypes group together in a cluster along with haplotypes from

was investigated by testing for differences in overall body mor-

three nearby epigean basins: Grijalva River (MX), Belize River (GT),

phology between physiographic regions (i.e. RoC, HFZ, and STFL).

and Lake Petén Itza (GT). Regardless of genetic marker, haplotypes

This was accomplished by means of two MANOVAs, one based on

from the YP aquifer and nearby epigean basins differ by numerous

landmark data and another based on linear data, using the procD.

mutational steps from the remaining haplotypes, most of which

lm function in geomorph and a 10,000-iteration residual randomi-

occur outside of Mexico.

sation permutation procedure (Collyer & Adams, 2018, 2019).

Maximum likelihood gene trees based on the COI-GR and CYB-GR

Additionally, spatial patterns of morphological variation, irrespec-

datasets (Figure 5) reveal genetic lineages that, as in the haplotype

tive of regional physiographic subdivision, were investigated by

networks, are largely congruent with expectations from geography.

testing the hypothesis that the degree of morphological divergence

With few exceptions, genealogies for both genes indicate that sam-

is proportional to the geographical distance between cenotes. This

ples are differentiated into three main geographic lineages: northern

was accomplished by assessing spatial autocorrelation in landmark-

(Mexico and Guatemala), central (Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,

based and linear body shape data using a multivariate extension

and Costa Rica), and southern (Panama, Colombia, and Venezuela;

of Moran's I (Li et al., 2007; Moran, 1950), as implemented in the

Figure 5). In both the COI-GR and CYB-GR trees, YP aquifer sam-

multispati.rtest function (10,000 permutations) of the R package

ples cluster together in a strongly supported and divergent lineage

ade4 (Dray & Dufour, 2007). The function requires a duality dia-

that also includes several samples from epigean basins inside the

gram (in this case, a PCA of body shape coordinates implemented

YP (i.e. Candelaria River [MX], Champotón River [MX], Bacalar Lake

with the dudi.pca function in ade4) as well as weightings for nearest

[MX], Petén Itza Lake [GT], and Belize River [GT]), as well as outside

neighbours, which were determined based on geographic coordi-

(Grijalva [MX]). Of the epigean basins outside the YP, samples from

nates of sampling localities with a series of functions (knearneigh,

the Papaloapan [MX] and Coatzacoalcos [MX] are more closely re-

knn2nb, and nb2listw) in the R package spdep. Spatial variation in

lated to those from the YP than are samples from the Usumacinta

geometric morphometric data was further investigated by plotting

[MX], which is contrary to expectations from geographic proximity.
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F I G U R E 4 Rhamdia guatemalensis haplotype networks based on all available COI and CYB data from the geographic range of the species
(COI-GR and CYB-GR datasets, respectively), and colour-coded by country and by basin within Mexico. Countries are abbreviated using ISO
3,166 codes [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.2 | Phylogeography of R. guatemalensis within the
YP aquifer

recover a monophyletic HFZ (Figure 6b). The paraphyly of HFZ
samples might be a reflection of the very recent divergence of
these populations or may be an artefact of the low resolving power

When analysed together as a three-gene concatenated dataset,

of this particular dataset at that particular level of divergence, as

sampled mtDNA markers resulted in a haplotype network con-

suggested by the short internodes and low support of the nodes

sisting of 40 haplotypes (across 90 samples) with considerable

involved. Like the haplotype network, the gene tree supports the

phylogeographic structure. Samples from different physiographic

existence of a W-YUC lineage within the RoC and an E-YUC lin-

regions (i.e. RoC [22 haplotypes], HFZ [16 haplotypes], STFL [2

eage within HFZ. Samples from the RM (HFZ) and N-YUC (RoC)

haplotypes]) assembled into three major geographically nonover-

haploclusters, however, assemble into geographically distinct yet

lapping haplogroup clusters (colour-shaded areas in Figure 6a).

paraphyletic groupings in both instances (Figure 6b). This too may

Within this broad configuration, a subset of genetically divergent

result from recent divergence and/or the low resolving power of

clusters (delimited by dashed lines in Figure 6a) can be recognised

the data at those particular divergence depths.

by further splitting the RoC into northern Yucatán (N-YUC; 9
haplotypes) and western Yucatán (W-YUC; 13 haplotypes) haplogroups, and by dividing HFZ samples into eastern Yucatán (E-YUC;

3.3 | Genetic diversity and population structure

4 haplotypes) and Riviera Maya (RM; 12 haplotypes) haplogroups.
A maximum likelihood gene tree of the concatenated mtDNA

Of the three physiographic regions, genetic diversity was ob-

markers yields a similar phylogeographic pattern, offering support

served to be highest in HFZ across all genetic diversity indices

for the existence of both a RoC and a STFL lineage, but failing to

(Table 1). Highly significant genetic structure was observed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

COI
(This study)

CYB
(This study)

CYB + ATPase 8/6
(Perdices et al., 2002)

CR−Canas
BZ−Belize
CR−Sixaloa
CR−San Juan
NI−Los Quesos
NI−Estero Real

GT-Usumascinta
MX−Lacantun

GT-Usumascinta

GT-Usumascinta
GT-Usumascinta

CR−Canas

GT-Belize

PA−Chagres

GT-Los Esclavos

HN−Motagua

CR−Coto

CR−Sixaloa
PA-San San

PA−Santa María

HN−Ulua

NI-Prinzapolka

PA−Chiriqui Nuevo

NI-Coco

PA−Chagres
PA−Santa María
PA−Playa Alta

HN−Aguan

HN−Patuca

HN−Lempa

SV−Lake Olomega

NI-Negro
HN−Goascoran

PA−Chepo
PA−Tuira

HN−Choluteca
CR−San Juan
NI-Lake Nicaragua

NI-San Juan

CO-Cauca

NI-Grande de Matagalpa
CO-Patía
CO-Cauca

CO-San Juán
CO-Baudó

CO-Atrato

CO-Atrato

PA−Mandinga

PA−Mandinga
CR−Terraba
PA−Tabasara
PA−San Félix

CO-Cauca

PA−Indio
PA−Santa María
PA−Chagres
PA−Azúcar

PA−Bayano
PA−Tuira

GT-Cahabón
MX−Usumascinta

CO-Magdalena

MX−Lacantun

CO-Catatumbo
VE−Lake Maracaibo

MX−Papaloapan
MX−Lake Catemaco
MX−Coatzacoalcos

MX−Grijalva

MX−Papaloapan

MX−Bacalar

MX−Ostuta
MX−Coatzacoalcos

MX−Candelaria

GT-Belize

MX−Champotón

GT-Petén Itza

MX-YP aquifer

MX−Grijalva

MX-YP aquifer

SOUTHERN: Venezuela (VE), Colombia (CO), Panama (PA)
CENTRAL: Costa Rica (CR), Nicaragua (NI), Honduras (HN), El Salvador (SV)
NORTHERN: Belize (BZ), Guatemala (GT), Mexico (MX)

F I G U R E 5 Rhamdia guatemalensis gene trees based on mitochondrial DNA sequence data from the geographic range of the species.
Figure 5a and b correspond to the summarised topologies of the maximum likelihood gene trees inferred in this study based on all available
COI and CYB data from the geographic range of the species (COI-GR and CYB-GR datasets, respectively). Complete gene trees are available
in Figures S2 and S3. Figure 5c, modified from figure 2 of Perdices et al. (2002), corresponds to their NJ gene tree inferred from ATPase 8/6
and CYB sequence data and includes nodal support values based on 100 replicates above branches (NJ bootstrap estimates/MP estimates)
and HKY 85 genetic distance values below branches [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
between all physiographic groupings, with the highest FST (low-

and overall robustness of the body (Figure 3b). PC 2 (18.1% of

est gene flow) between RoC and STFL (Table 2). The genetic dif-

shape variation) was also related to body depth and caudal pedun-

ferentiation between R. guatemalensis from HFZ sites and those

cle length. While cenote-averaged fish shapes varied broadly and

from RoC and STFL was roughly equal (Table 2). Population av-

fairly evenly across PC 2, the distribution along PC 1 was mostly

erage pairwise differences between and within physiographic

concentrated near the mean and above (large cluster of points on

regions of the northern half of the YP aquifer are presented in

the right side of Figure 3b). This indicates that the majority of fish

Table 3. According to this genetic distance metric, STFL is the most

had comparatively shorter heads and varied primarily with respect

divergent phylogeographic lineage, while HFZ displays the high-

to body depth along PC 2. However, there were also two smaller

est intra-populational variation. AMOVA results (Table 4) indicate

clusters of shapes falling outside of this main group of samples,

that among-population variation accounts for 59% of total genetic

representing possibly unique morphotypes. The first, consisting

variation, further supporting the existence of considerable phy-

of samples from three cenotes (Hu Npit [RoC], Chulul [STFL], and

logeographic structuring. Values of Tajima's D and Fu and Li's D

Tembuc-Ha [HFZ]) at the extreme lower end of PC 2, corresponds

(Table 5) were not significant, indicating no substantial departure

to specimens that were deeper-bodied and with strongly sloping

from neutral evolution.

dorsal profiles. None of these cenotes, located in different physiographic regions, are particularly close to each other. A second

3.4 | Nature and degree of morphological variation

distinct morphotype, displayed by samples in the upper left corner
of Figure 3b, is characterised by shallow-bodied specimens with
elongate heads. These samples are from four cenotes (Kambul,

For landmark-based morphometric data, the largest component

Sambulá, X’baba, Xel Aktún), all within the RoC region. It is worth

of shape variation, PC 1, explained 26.6% of total variance and

noting that a conspicuous amount of shape variation was detected

was associated with relative head length as well as body depth

on subsequent PC axes beyond the first two (together, accounting
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(a)

90° W

89° W

88° W

87° W
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(b)

JA577 MX−YUC Chemax YP
JA578 MX−YUC Chemax YP
JA758 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA761 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA602 MX−YUC Tixcacalcupul YP
JA603 MX−YUC Tixcacalcupul YP
JA461 MX−YUC Peto YP
JA588 MX−YUC Tixcacalcupul YP
JA587 MX−YUC Tixcacalcupul YP
JA460 MX−YUC Peto YP
JA259 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA258 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA231 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA230 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA310 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA627 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA668 MX−ROO Solidaridad YP
JA653 MX−ROO Solidaridad YP
JA707 MX−ROO PuertoMorelos YP
JA706 MX−ROO PuertoMorelos YP
JA654 MX−ROO Solidaridad YP
JA345 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA678 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA344 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA677 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA279 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA323 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA626 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA667 MX−ROO Solidaridad YP
JA278 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA606 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA607 MX−ROO Tulum YP
JA483 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA484 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA468 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA469 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA199 MX−YUC Sucila YP
JA198 MX−YUC Sucila YP
JA473 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA474 MX−YUC Buctzotz YP
JA223 MX−YUC Sucila YP
JA224 MX−YUC Sucila YP
JA062 MX−YUC Yaxcaba YP
JA053 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA054 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA126 MX−YUC Homun YP
JA127 MX−YUC Homun YP
JA090 MX−YUC Tecoh YP
JA070 MX−YUC Tecoh YP
JA071 MX−YUC Tecoh YP
JA017 MX−YUC Sanahcat YP
JA525 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA492 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA018 MX−YUC Sanahcat YP
JA192 MX−YUC Huhi YP
JA450 MX−YUC Tekit YP
JA101 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA145 MX−YUC Motul YP
JA517 MX−YUC Sotuta YP
JA518 MX−YUC Sotuta YP
JA520 MX−YUC Huhi YP
JA027 MX−YUC Kinchil YP
JA028 MX−YUC Kinchil YP
JA406 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA047 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA048 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA012 MX−YUC Sacalum YP
JA013 MX−YUC Sacalum YP
JA153 MX−YUC Dzidzantun YP
JA079 MX−YUC Merida YP
JA193 MX−YUC Huhi YP
JA152 MX−YUC Dzidzantun YP
JA519 MX−YUC Huhi YP
JA091 MX−YUC Tecoh YP
JA493 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA080 MX−YUC Merida YP
JA102 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA111 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA575 MX−YUC Merida YP
JA449 MX−YUC Tekit YP
JA407 MX−YUC Kopoma YP
JA408 MX−YUC Kopoma YP
JA164 MX−YUC Huhi YP
95 ≤ BS
JA165 MX−YUC Huhi YP
75 ≤ BS < 95
JA506 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA507 MX−YUC Abala YP
BS < 75
JA110 MX−YUC Abala YP
JA524 MX−YUC Chochola YP
JA146 MX−YUC Motul YP
0.0025 subs/site
JA061 MX−YUC Yaxcaba YP

E-YUC

N-YUC

21° N

21° N
W-YUC

RM
E-YUC

RM

N-YUC

YUC

20° N

ROO
O

20° N

N

W-YUC

CAM
C
10

samples

1 sample

Ring of Cenotes
t
Holbox Fault Zone
Sierrita de Ticul
c Fault Line
19° N

19° N
90° W

89° W

88° W

87° W

F I G U R E 6 Rhamdia guatemalensis haplotype network (a) and gene tree (b) based on the three-gene concatenated matrix from samples
restricted to the YP aquifer (mtDNA-YP). Haplotype network is superimposed on map of the region to display the approximate spatial
distribution of haplogroup clusters [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TA B L E 1 Genetic diversity estimates of R. guatemalensis within putative populations from physiographic regions of the northern half of
the YP aquifer
Population/region

n

h

Hd

π

θs

θπ

Sierrita de Ticul

6

2

0.533 (0.501)

0.00190 (0.001)

4.379 (2.387)

5.333(3.459)

Holbox

26

16

0.953 (0.671)

0.0045 (0.0023)

13.364 (4.571)

12.698 (6.590)

Ring of Cenotes

58

22

0.747 (0.062)

0.0016 (0.0009)

9.289 (2.820)

4.672 (2.576)

Note: n = number of sequences, h = number of haplotypes, Hd = haplotype diversity, π = nucleotide diversity. Parameter estimates followed by
standard deviation (in parentheses).

TA B L E 2 Pairwise population differentiation (FST ) estimates
between physiographic regions of the northern half of the YP
aquifer
Sierrita de
Ticul

Ring of
Cenotes

Linear measurements and meristic traits are summarised in
Table 6. For the most part, ranges of trait variation reported here
are wider than those from previous research on R. guatemalensis
from outside of the YP (table 2 of Hernández et al., 2015). These

Holbox

discrepancies, however, are probably influenced by the considerable differences in sample size between studies (n = 238 in this

Sierrita de Ticul

0

Ring of Cenotes

0.7803

0

Holbox

0.5365

0.5364

study versus 16 in Hernández et al., 2015). Relatively high vari0

Note: Values were estimated using three-gene concatenated dataset. All
values significant (p < 0.0000001).

ation (standard deviation) for traits associated with oral jaw size
(maxillary inter-barbel distance and mouth width) was found, but
these differences do not appear to correspond with genetic or
physiographic groupings. Variation in the degree of body pigmentation, although at some point recognised as a character of tax-

for about 45%), such that 95% of body shape variance was not ex-

onomic value (Hubbs, 1936), was not remarkable, and only very

plained until PC 12. While inspection of shape variation on these

few individuals exhibited lighter-than-average coloration and a

axes generally revealed biologically reasonable differences (often

phenotype reminiscent of incipient troglomorphic development.

associated with relative insertion points of fins on the body), some

Notably, a sample (cenote) from Q uintana Roo, consisting primarily

degree of variation is likely to be due to preservation artefacts.

of normally pigmented individuals, included a specimen exhibiting
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Sierrita de Ticul

Ring of Cenotes

Holbox

0.0019 (0.00062)

0.00779 (0.00174)

0.00819 (0.00148)

Ring of Cenotes

0.006 (0.00127)

0.00167 (0.00032)

0.00587 (0.00083)

Holbox

0.0049 (0.00073)

0.00269 (0.00023)

0.00468 (0.00088)

TA B L E 3 Per-site population average
pairwise differences between and within
physiographic regions of the northern half
of the YP aquifer

Note: Values were estimated using three-gene concatenated dataset. Above diagonal: average
number of per-site pairwise differences between populations (PiXY); along diagonal: average
number of per-site pairwise differences within population (PiX); below diagonal: corrected average
per-site pairwise difference (PiXY-(PiX + PiY)/2). Standard deviation is given in parentheses for
each parameter.

TA B L E 4 Results from analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA).
Global AMOVA results as a weighted average over loci

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

Variance
components

Percentage
variation

4.1 | Range-wide phylogeographic structure

Among
populations

233.019

5.05472

59.02849

By leveraging available mtDNA sequence data from previous re-

Within
populations

305.237

Total

538.256

search, including systematic (Hernández et al., 2015; Perdices
3.50847

40.97151

et al., 2002) and barcoding (Valdez-Moreno et al., 2009) studies,
the present work includes the most extensive documentation

8.56318

of phylogeographic structure in R. guatemalensis throughout its
range. GenBank COI data (77 specimens from 23 drainage basins)

TA B L E 5 Results from additional population genetics test
statistics analyses
Test

Test statistic

Statistical significance

Tajima's D

−1.44089

Not significant (p > 0.10)

Fu and Li's D*

−0.05159

Not significant (p > 0.10)

Fu and Li's F*

−0.75776

Not significant (p > 0.10)

and CYB data (93 specimens from 43 drainage basins) were combined with sequence data generated in this study (95 specimens
from four drainage basins, emphasising YP aquifer coverage),
producing the most densely sampled haplotype networks and
intraspecific gene genealogies for the species to date (COI = 172
specimens, 26 basins; CYB = 188 specimens, 45 basins; Figures 4,
5, S2, and S3). Overall, both COI and CYB haplotype networks revealed considerable phylogeographic structure across the species’
range, with samples from the same or neighbouring countries/
basins forming haplogroups and haplogroup clusters roughly corresponding with hydrological units (drainage basins) and largely
consistent with a latitudinal, isolation-by-distance gradient. Both

vitiligo-like depigmentation (Figure S4). Variation in pigmentation,

gene trees show broad latitudinal structuring into northern (MX,

however, did not exhibit any discernible spatial or physiographic

GT, and BE), central (SV, HN, NI, and CR), and southern (PA, CO,

pattern.

and VE) components, and also demonstrate genetic differentiation between major drainage basins. In both trees, nodal support

3.5 | Hydrogeological and spatial patterns of
morphological variation

tends to be higher at intermediate and recent levels of divergence,
with regional and basin-specific lineages relatively well supported
compared with deeper nodes.
Previous work by Perdices et al. (2002) resulted in the first phy-

No evidence was found for body shape divergence between physi-

logeographic assessment of R. guatemalensis over a large part of its

ographic groupings. Statistically non-significant results with low

geographic range. The present study expands on the geographic

explanatory power were recovered for both landmark (f 2,36 = 1.19;

p = 0.26; r 2 = 0.062) and mensural data (f 2,40 = 1.13; p = 0.33;

sampling of Perdices et al. by including R. guatemalensis samples from
basins unrepresented in that study and also by increasing sampling

r 2 = 0.053). Results from multivariate tests of spatial autocorre-

coverage from a number of basins already represented. Individually,

lation on both landmark (r = 0.034, p = 0.18) and mensural (r =

our COI and CYB gene trees are broadly consistent with Perdices

0.0075, p = 0.31) data suggest that morphology does not display

et al.'s findings, which are based on CYB and ATPase 8/6 data com-

a trend with respect to geographic distances between cenotes.

bined (Figure 5). The northern and central components identified in

A plot of pairwise Procrustes distances (from landmark data) be-

both our COI and CYB gene trees roughly correspond with Perdices

tween cenote-averaged R. guatemalensis body shapes against

et al.'s upper (guUCA) and middle (guMCA) Central American lin-

geographic distances (Figure 7) illustrates this general lack of mor-

eages, respectively, while our southern component approximately

phological spatial patterning.

corresponds to both their northern South America (guNSA) and
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Mensural and meristic data for Rhamdia guatemalensis from the YP aquifer

Character

n

Range

Mean

SD

Standard length (mm)

238

54.3–171.0

105.5

22.52

Head length

238

21.5–32.6

26.0

1.62

Snout to pectoral-fin insertion

238

19.9–30.2

24.6

1.65

Snout to dorsal-fin insertion

238

32.1–41.6

37.2

1.52

Snout to pelvic-fin insertion

238

44.8–53.7

48.8

1.85

Snout to adipose-fin insertion

238

52.2–64.7

58.0

2.28

Snout to anal-fin insertion

238

62.9–73.4

68.0

2.05

Snout to posterior pectoral-fin insertion

238

23.8–36.3

29.5

1.97

Snout to posterior dorsal-fin insertion

238

38.6–49.9

44.6

1.82

Snout to posterior pelvic-fin insertion

238

53.7–64.5

58.6

2.22

Snout to posterior adipose-fin insertion

238

86.2–99.9

94.6

2.99

Snout to posterior anal-fin insertion

238

70.8–82.6

76.5

2.31

Pectoral-fin insertion to cleithrum process

238

3.1–9.3

6.7

1.00

Dorsal spine length

238

6.5–16.3

11.2

1.92

Pectoral spine length

238

6.2–12.4

9.0

1.12

Body depth

238

12.0–20.2

14.9

1.48

Body width

238

13.0–22.2

17.6

1.84

Maxillary barbel length

238

40.8–77.3

57.7

6.19

Inner mental barbel length

238

7.7–27.1

14.4

3.05

Outer mental barbel length

238

12.6–36.1

25.1

3.97

Snout to origin of eye

238

24.3–45.9

36.6

3.24

Snout to posterior of eye

238

29.2–55.1

43.9

3.89

Interorbital distance

238

24.2–64.7

36.2

6.01

Maxillary interbarbel distance

238

28.4–85.1

46.2

10.56

Inner mental interbarbel distance

238

8.1–32.4

18.4

5.14

Outer mental interbarbel distance

238

12.2–48.6

27.6

7.73

Mouth width

238

25.0–96.8

46.6

13.00

Dorsal fin

I 5(2), I 6(224), I 7(11), I 8(1)

Anal fin

7(1), 8(2), 9(16), 10(44), 11(96), 12(42), 13(37)

Caudal fin

16(1), 17(6), 18(51), 19(66), 20(53), 21(35), 22(11), 23(15)

Pectoral fin

I 6(3), I 7(20), I 8(90), I 9(120), I 10(5)

Pelvic fin

5(4), 6(228), 7(6)

Percentage of SL

Percentage of HL

Note: Measurements are shown as percent of standard length (SL) or head length (HL), unless noted otherwise. For fin notation, Roman numerals
show numbers of spinous rays, followed by Arabic numerals for numbers of soft rays, and values in parentheses refer to the number of specimens
with these counts.

lower Central America (guLCA) lineages. Differences in topology be-

markers—ideally genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism

tween studies, while mostly minor, can be attributed to differences

data—appears necessary to unravel the evolutionary and biogeo-

in datasets (i.e. taxon and character sampling) and in the gene tree

graphic history of R. guatemalensis throughout its range.

inference approach (NJ vs. ML). Furthermore, the consistently low

Our study highlights previously overlooked aspects of R. gua-

support at the deepest nodes (indicative of low resolving power at

temalensis range-wide phylogeography, in particular the history

those levels of divergence) suggests that partial mtDNA data might

of colonisation of epigean and hypogean basins in the YP region.

not be sufficient to robustly elucidate range-wide phylogeographic

Notably, both haplotype networks and gene genealogies, regard-

patterns in R. guatemalensis. While mtDNA does have the ability

less of genetic marker, reveal a close association of samples from

to delineate major phylogeographic lineages, as corroborated by

various epigean basins (both inside and outside the YP) with those

our results, further research based on a larger sample of genetic

from the YP aquifer. Specifically, both markers uncovered a strongly
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of colonisation and dispersal starting in the southernmost part of

Procrustes distance

the northern half of the YP (STFL), followed by movement into
the east (HFZ) and the subsequent colonisation of the northern

0.06

and north-western sections of the YP (RoC). This general pattern,
however, does not exclude the possibility of more complex biogeographic scenarios involving metapopulation isolation/reconnection
driven by marine regressions/transgressions resulting not only from

0.04

Pleistocene eustasy but also from minor Holocene sea-level oscillations (Moseley et al., 2015). Testing of these more complex scenarios, and teasing apart historical from contemporary gene flow
restrictions, however, will probably require genome-wide compara-

0.02

tive data and a coalescent-based simulation analytical approach (e.g.

0

100

200

inter-cenote distance (km)

300

F I G U R E 7 Procrustes (shape) distances between all pairwise
combinations of cenote-averaged body shapes (landmark data)
plotted against pairwise geographic distances between cenotes.
The general lack of pattern is consistent with a finding of no spatial
autocorrelation in morphological data

Excoffier & Foll, 2011; Haller & Messer, 2017).
A major finding of the present study is the overall spatial correspondence between major mtDNA lineages and hydrogeologic regions defined by broad patterns of groundwater flow across the YP (i.e. RoC,
HFZ, and STFL). In addition to this broad-scale regional differentiation,
we observed additional structuring into genetically divergent allopatric
clusters was observed for the RoC (W-YUC and N-YUC) and HFZ (E-YUC
and RM) phylogeographic lineages. The comparatively higher degree of
genetic differentiation of E-YUC samples calls for an explanation that

supported and predominantly aquiferous lineage/haplogroup with

accounts for the existence of such a phylogeographic break. Eastern

samples from several epigean basins scattered within; samples from

Yucatán samples were originally assigned to the HFZ physiographic

YP epigean basins (i.e. Lake Bacalar and Champotón and Candelaria

region based on proximity to regional-scale flow paths implied by fault

Rivers) in the case of COI, and samples from epigean basins both

lines summarised in Bauer-Gottwein et al. (2011). However, after closer

inside (Lake Petén Itza, Belize River) and outside the YP (Grijalva

examination and consideration of additional relevant geologic literature,

River) in the case of CYB. This unexpected yet noteworthy pattern

these cenotes actually appear to be situated just outside the area corre-

suggests a complex biogeographic history consistent with a single

sponding to the HFZ as delimited by previous authors (Perry et al., 2002,

aquifer colonisation event followed by multiple instances of disper-

2003); curiously, within an area lacking explicit physiographic designa-

sal out of the aquifer to neighbouring epigean basins.

tion. Perhaps this alternative physiographic setting implies the existence
of a physical barrier of sorts driving isolation and subsequent genetic

4.2 | Phylogeographic structure within the
YP aquifer

divergence between populations on each side of the western boundary delimiting the HFZ. Although the split of RoC samples into the genetically divergent allopatric haplogroups W-YUC and N-YUC is not as
striking as the divergence between E-YUC and RM haplogroups, it also

This is the first study to assess patterns of intraspecific genetic varia-

deserves further examination. Cenotes/populations forming the N-YUC

tion in R. guatemalensis from the YP, and one of the few studies to date

haplogroup are in fact located in an area physiographically differenti-

to address the subject of genetic structuring in any taxon inhabiting

ated from the core RoC, known as the pockmarked terrain and charac-

the YP karst aquifer (Barona & Espinasa, 2004; Barrientos-Villalobos

terised by an exceptional abundance of cenotes and relatively mature

et al., 2018; Botello & Alvarez, 2010). Findings from previous work

karst (Perry et al., 2002). This physiographic differentiation might help

range from a generalised pattern of low genetic differentiation, in the

explain the observed W-YUC/N-YUC divergence, but as for the E-YUC/

cichlid fish Mayaheros urophthalmus (Barrientos-Villalobos et al., 2018),

RM split, this hypothesis warrants further investigation.

to more pronounced genetic divergence between populations of the

Assuming that individuals of R. guatemalensis can disperse to

poeciliid fish Gambusia yucatana (Barona & Espinasa, 2004). A pat-

neighbouring cenotes through submerged caves (Hubbs, 1936),

tern of isolation by distance, partly interpreted as a result of historical

the observed phylogeographic structure suggests the existence of

population bottlenecks, has been reported for the troglobitic shrimp

large-scale physical barriers to dispersal broadly coincident with

Creaseria morleyi (Botello & Alvarez, 2010). These previous studies,

boundaries defined by regional-scale fracture zones and other phys-

however, were based on relatively small numbers of cenotes and

iographic/stratigraphic features affecting the hydrogeology of the

without consideration of hydrogeologic regionalisation as a potential

karst aquifer. The exact nature and configuration of these boundar-

driver of genetic differentiation.

ies, however, is presently unclear; one possibility is obstructions in

In the case of R. guatemalensis inhabiting the YP aquifer, our

submerged caves that prevent the movement of fish but allow water

analyses support the existence of considerable genetic divergence

flow. Further research using mark-and-recapture methods, for ex-

and regional geographic structuring that is consistent with a pattern

ample, will be required to properly test this hypothesis.
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Whereas the notion of a karst aquifer consisting of an extensive,

in body shape, a few mensural traits, and a single meristic trait (gill

continuous hypogean habitat––known as the interstitial highway hy-

rakers on first arch). Most populations throughout the region were

pothesis––has been proposed (Ward & Palmer, 1994), subsequent au-

assigned to Rhamdia guatemalensis depressa, a subspecies primarily

thors have argued for the existence of hydrogeologic physical barriers

associated with open cenotes, whereas a few cave-dwelling forms

constraining the dispersal of stygofauna in karst aquifers (Gooch &

(probably collected in cavern-like cenotes, not submerged caves)

Hetrick, 1979; Goricki & Trontelj, 2006; Hahn & Fuchs, 2009; Johns

were assigned to Rhamdia guatemalensis stygaea and Rhamdia guate-

et al., 2015; Trontelj et al., 2009). Faulting, areas of low permeability,

malensis decolor; the latter being “essentially like R. g. depressa, differ-

and progressive karstification are among the causes invoked by these

ing most notably in its pale coloration” (Hubbs, 1936; p. 201). A slight

authors to explain the existence of barriers to dispersal. The fact that

modification of R. g. depressa, occurring in the Sacrificial and Xtolok

similar features/processes have been documented for the YP karst

cenotes at Chichen Itza, was recognised as the subspecies Rhamdia

aquifer (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2011; Coke, 2019; Gomez-Nicolas

guatemalensis sacrificii. Both R. g. stygaea and R. g. decolor were cir-

et al., 2014; Perry et al., 2002), coupled with their spatial correspon-

cumscribed to very restricted distributions and distinguished from

dence with major mtDNA lineages, offers support for the hypothesis

other subspecies primarily by their relative depigmentation.

that regional-scale hydrogeology is a driver of phylogeographic struc-

Since the work of Hubbs (1936) over 80 years ago, the present

turing in R. guatemalensis inhabiting the YP, and perhaps in other fish

study represents the most comprehensive assessment of morpho-

species distributed throughout the YP aquifer.

logical variation in R. guatemalensis from the YP aquifer. Both at the

Notwithstanding the significance of our findings, caution should

whole-body level and for a number of mensural and meristic traits, this

be exercised when extending our results beyond R. guatemalensis and

investigation uncovered a wider range of intraspecific phenotypic vari-

into other members of the YP aquifer stygofauna. Notably, R. guate-

ation than previously reported for the species (Hernández et al., 2015;

malensis has exceptional dispersal capabilities, perhaps beyond those

Hubbs, 1936; Silfvergrip, 1996). Interestingly, this variation did not ex-

of any other cenote fish. To complicate comparisons further, the YP

hibit any correspondence or association with mtDNA lineages or with

aquifer stygofauna comprise species with a wide range of ecologies

geography suggestive of the existence of morphologically differenti-

and evolutionary origins. Broadly speaking, three major sections/

ated metapopulations or subspecies (contra Hubbs, 1936). Given the

habitats can be distinguished within the aquifer system based on

relatively recent (late Pleistocene) colonisation of the YP aquifer by

the degree of closeness and contact with the outside/surface and

the species (Wilkens, 1982), this particular finding is not completely

of penetration of sunlight: cenote, cavern, and cave (Chávez-Solís

unexpected. The observed levels of morphological variation in R.

et al., 2020). These sections are differentially inhabited, and it is likely

guatemalensis from the YP aquifer, without any obvious spatial pat-

that differential spatial constraints influence how species disperse

tern, could simply be the result of phenotypic plasticity or even in situ

and structure genetically. The majority of the YP aquifer fish appear

adaptive change that does not reflect genetic isolation. However, the

to be restricted to the cenote section, although their ability to move

actual cause for this lack of spatial pattern remains unknown at the

between cenotes through submerged caves remains virtually undoc-

time. There is some previous documentation of adaptive phenotypic

umented. Others are known to be restricted to the cave section and

plasticity in Rhamdia, and although primarily concerning traits asso-

therefore theoretically capable of dispersing through submerged

ciated with hypogean life (i.e. eyes and pigmentation) (Mosier, 1984;

caves. Although at face value, R. guatemalensis appears, like most YP

Wilkens, 2001), it is possible that morphological plasticity in the genus

aquifer fish, restricted to the cenote section, given its nocturnal na-

extends beyond troglomorphic traits. With the caveat that the stud-

ture it could be preadapted to cave life (Wilkens, 1982) and therefore

ies are based on geographically non-overlapping datasets, patterns of

capable of moving through caves and between cenotes (Hubbs, 1936).

morphological variation (or lack thereof) uncovered herein do not sup-

Further research focused on other YP aquifer species is necessary to

port the recognition of morphologically differentiated R. guatemalensis

test the generality of the phylogeographic patterns revealed herein.

subspecies in the YP as proposed by Hubbs (1936).

Remarkably, this is a relatively nascent field of inquiry, but we expect
that this study will pave the way for future research devoted to unravelling the evolutionary history of the YP aquifer stygofauna. At any
rate, our findings add to a growing body of evidence in support of

5 | CO N C LU S I O N S A N D FU T U R E
D I R EC TI O N S

the notion that the architecture of freshwater aquifers may include
physical barriers that can act as regional-scale drivers of groundwater

The present phylogeographic investigation of the Neotropical fresh-

faunal distributions and genetic structuring (Johns et al., 2015).

water catfish R. guatemalensis, focused on the cenotes of the YP,
reveals a striking spatial correspondence between major mtDNA lin-

4.3 | Morphological variation across the YP aquifer

eages and physiographic regions within the northern half of the YP
based on broad-scale patterns of groundwater flow. This remarkable
and hitherto undocumented phylogeographic pattern suggests that

In his treatise on the fishes of the YP, Hubbs (1936) recognised four

regional-scale hydrogeological differences might impose limits to un-

subspecies of R. guatemalensis from the cenotes of the YP, primarily

derground dispersal, potentially driving genetic divergence in popu-

on the basis of coloration/pigmentation, but also based on variation

lations of R. guatemalensis inhabiting the YP aquifer, and possibly in
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other cenote-dwelling fishes as well. Morphological variation in popu-
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lations of R. guatemalensis from the YP, although relatively significant,
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neither reflects the observed spatial signal of genetic differentiation
nor displays any other discernible geographic pattern. Dense sampling
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